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A Systems Approach to Analyzing Design-Based Research in Robotics-Focused Middle School STEM Lessons through Cognitive Apprenticeship

1. Introduction

Under the design-based research (DBR) process, the design and implementation of a lesson undergoes several iterations, the outcomes of each iteration are analyzed, and the necessary changes and refinement in the design are proposed for implementation and adaptation in the next iterations. The DBR process can promote partnership and relationship among education researchers, subject matter experts, teachers, and students for learning concepts, design, theories, etc. Moreover, DBR can be combined with the concepts of project-based learning (PBL) and it can evolve constructionism theories, in which learners may create their own knowledge through the process of designing and developing objects and artifacts. The DBR approach seeks linkages with existing learning theories, produces new theories, and is usually contextually situated. Such a strategy may ultimately improve learning outcomes and help yield novel learning theories and artifacts.

As evidenced from the literature, DBR has been frequently employed in teacher professional development (PD) programs and in higher education, wherein, as adult learners partake in learning activities, facilitators and researchers can carefully observe them and analyze their learning. Incorporating the DBR process when conducting classroom instruction and hands-on learning activities in K-12 environment may require special considerations due to the young age and still developing maturity level of students. Illustrative examples of implementation of DBR in K-12 classrooms include Refs. Recent years have witnessed increasing incorporation of technologies such as robotics with pedagogies. Adoption of appropriate technologies for pedagogy can provide alternative and accessible representations of lesson contents and enhance learning outcomes. The DBR methodology implemented in connection with robotics components to rigorously analyze design phenomena for middle school students has received limited attention. The DBR approach is especially important to design science and math lessons with robotics because the flexibility and uncertainty of robotics applications require investigations on various alternative approaches to identify the most appropriate, feasible, reliable, and cognitively appealing approach for using robotics in the lesson design that promotes students’ intrinsic and extrinsic motivation to engage in the lesson. Moreover, application of DBR in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) education with robotics provides numerous opportunities to examine the feasibility and benefits of incorporating constructs of various learning theories such as: cognitive apprenticeship, situated cognition, problem-based learning, and inquiry-based learning, among others. However, application of DBR in robotics-based STEM education has not received significant attention yet.
From the review of available literature, it is evidenced that while rich observations and descriptive analyses of outcomes guide DBR iterations, rendering DBR as a “form of qualitative research,” it is lacking of a systematic, quantitatively-guided approach that can guarantee objectivity. With its focus on curricula and instruction refinement by performing observations, analyzing videos, collecting learning artifacts, conducting interviews and focus groups, etc., and qualitatively interpreting the resulting data, the DBR process generally does not quantify the significance of results and is deemed lacking to support large-scale implementation. It is possible that the prevailing DBR strategy may not fully capture true scenario of an iteration and may fail to suggest appropriate modifications for the next iteration. This may limit the effectiveness of DBR as currently practiced. To remedy this situation, we believe that a suitable set of systems engineering tools and approaches can be adapted to help analyze the true scenario of each iteration and suggest appropriate modifications for next iterations, which may enhance the effectiveness of the DBR process and learning outcomes.

The objective of this paper is to employ systems engineering tools and techniques in conjunction with the DBR process for middle school STEM lesson design using robotics. This paper is based on our (researchers’) collaboration with a school teacher who is designing and implementing 7th grade math lessons using robotics. First, students build robots based on the instructions of the teacher and then the teacher designs math lessons using robotics and implements them in class. The learning activities are sequentially performed in several sessions, which we treat as ‘iterations.’ In each iteration of robot building, the students discuss among themselves and with the teacher under a student-teacher-researcher co-design approach, which fosters collaborative learning and co-generation. The students receive researcher’s expert opinion, which provides the benefits of cognitive apprenticeship.

In each iteration, two separate groups of students work toward building two identical robots. For one group, the teacher and researcher use traditional qualitative observation, brainstorming, discussion, questionnaire, and feedback methods to analyze the outcomes of the iteration. For the second group, in addition to the traditional methods, the teacher and researcher follow some advanced systems engineering approaches under the cognitive apprenticeship of the expert researcher. The DBR is treated as a continuous improvement (CI) method, and resembles as the Deming or Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) cycle. The teacher and researcher observe the outcomes in each iteration and analyze them using cause-effect diagrams. Then, they apply the Pareto principle (80:20 rule) to identify the vital few causes that contribute to the major outcomes. At the end of iterations, outcomes for the systems approach are compared to that for the traditional approach. The results show that the system approach is more effective. The results are novel that enrich the DBR method and improve its efficacy in designing STEM lessons using robotics for middle school classrooms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the robotics-focused lesson and the targeted lesson design that needs to be performed through the collaboration among the students, teacher, and researcher. Section 3 introduces the classroom environment consisting of the teacher, researcher, and student teams. Section 4 reviews the systems engineering tools and techniques that are to be used in conjunction with the DBR process. Section 5 describes the iterations and analyses conducted following the systems engineering approaches. Section 6 contrasts the outcomes between the traditional and systems engineering approaches. Section 7 includes a general discussion. Finally, Section 8 provides concluding remarks and suggests directions for future research.

2. The Robotics-Focused Targeted STEM Lesson

To implement various robotics-focused STEM lessons, we created a base robot, shown in Figure 1, using the LEGO Mindstorms EV3 robotics kit. The kit includes (i) a programmable brick serving as the control center and power station for the robot, (ii) two large motors to render precise and powerful action by and motion of the robot under program control, (iii) sensors, such as color, touch, ultrasonic, wheel rotation, and gyroscope, and (iv) two wheels, miscellaneous gears, cables, buttons, an LCD screen, and various construction parts and accessories to build the robot structure. The aforementioned robot kit was used for its relatively affordable cost and easy programming and the base robot of Figure 1 was used for its flexibility in assembly and configuration, easy operation, and suitability of its functions in explaining the middle school science and math content.

![Figure 1: LEGO Mindstorms EV3 base robot.](image)

In summer 2016, the project team held a three week long PD workshop for 20 teachers. The PD sessions were conducted five days a week for eight hours each day, providing 40 contact hours per week for a total of 120 contact hours during the summer. The PD workshop team (i.e., the project team) consisted of 10 persons (engineering and education faculty, post-doctoral researchers, and graduate students) who helped in various aspects of the summer program (e.g., plan, design,
implementation, observation, iterative redesign, etc.). Ten teams were formed with one math and one science teacher from the same school. Each team had a large bench to work on, all teams were housed in a large room, and they operated their robots on the unoccupied floor space in the same room or outside the room in a large corridor. Through the PD workshop, using the robotics kit, the teachers learned myriad robot-related tasks, such as assembly, programming, actuation, motion planning, sensor integration, operations, and troubleshooting. To plan and develop robotics-based lessons, the project team began by asking workshop participants to identify middle school relevant, standards aligned,\textsuperscript{37,38} science and math concepts that they deemed pedagogically challenging. For a subset of the identified topics, the project team and teachers collaboratively developed robotics-based teaching and learning strategies, hands-on activities, and corresponding assessment materials. Specifically, supported by the project team, the teachers designed and constructed the base robots including the needed attachments for the base robot, created the corresponding computer programs, and developed the appropriate activity sheets. During this initial lesson development stage, group discussions, brainstorming sessions, and co-generation meetings offered opportunities to iteratively adapt, modify, and improve the lessons. Using the aforementioned process, we have created several lessons for math topics (e.g., number line, least common multiplier, ratio and proportion, function, analyzing and interpreting data, expressions and equations, statistics, etc.) and science topics (e.g., force, displacement, velocity, acceleration, gravity, mass, friction, energy, environment, design optimization, biological adaptation, etc.) for implementing them in the classroom setting with students. This paper is based on the collaboration between one teacher and one researcher. For classroom implementation, to save time and to generate technical skills in students, the teacher began by guiding students to assemble the base robot that is used in all lessons. The teacher then guided the students to implement the activities using the robots during the actual class period and the students recorded the observations in activity sheets. A representative math lesson is introduced in Table 1 and is illustrated in Figure 2.

**Table 1:** A representative robotics-based math lesson.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson topic</th>
<th>Lesson description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratio and proportion</td>
<td>The teacher verbally teaches the theoretical concepts of ratio and proportion. Then, the teacher explains the applications of the ratio and proportion concepts in daily life. To illustrate the concepts and applications of ratio and proportion, the teacher asks the students to change the gears between the motor (driver) and wheel (driven) shafts of the base robot. The students change the gears to yield different gear ratio between the driver and driven shafts. The students command the robot wheels to turn a fixed number of rotations for different gear ratios. The students observe the distance travelled by the base robot for different gear ratios and write the observations on the activity sheets. The students also compare the traveled distance measured manually using a measurement tape and by an ultrasonic sensor attached with the base robot. The students try to explain reasons for differences in travelled distance for different gear ratios. In this way, the students learn the fundamental concepts of ratio and proportion, and also see its applications in meaningful activities. Figure 2 shows an example of how a student observes the impacts of changes in gear ratios on the distance travelled by the robot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. The Research Team and the DBR Process

To implement the robotics-focused science or math lessons, the teacher first needs a couple of properly assembled base robots. The teachers are usually busy, and the teachers also think that the students should gain the technical skills of building the base robots. Such experience of building the robots may enrich the students with technical expertise and they may also feel better while using the robots in their robotics-based lessons. Thus, as indicated previously, the teacher planned to get the base robots assembled by the students under her guidance.

The teacher randomly selected 10 7th grade students from a math class of 30 students. The teacher then randomly divided the 10 students into 2 groups, each comprising of 5 students. The objective of the teacher was to get 2 base robots assembled by 2 student groups so that the teacher could implement a robotics-based math lesson with the students. For this purpose, each group assembles the robot during several 45-minute class sessions. The two participant groups assemble in the same classroom, they work in parallel, but separately in separate spaces, under teacher’s guidance. The researcher observes the assembly activities performed by the students. The teacher planned to finish the assembly tasks in four 45-minute classes over four consecutive days, and then, having completed the robot building, conduct the math lesson in the fifth class period. We consider each class period as an iteration of the DBR process. So, there were four iterations to finish the design/assembly process and a fifth iteration to conduct the math lesson. For each iteration, pedagogical effectiveness and student learning were assessed and documented to inform the following iteration, which is the basic concept of the DBR process.
We call one group of students as the *traditional* DBR group. With this group, we use traditional qualitative observation, brainstorming, discussion, questionnaire, and feedback methods to analyze the outcomes of each iteration. We call the second group as the *systems* engineering DBR group. With this group, in addition to the traditional methods, we follow some advanced systems engineering approaches under the cognitive apprenticeship of the expert researcher to analyze the outcomes of each iteration. The DBR process is treated as a CI method and resembles the PDCA cycle. We observe the outcomes in each iteration and analyze them using cause-effect diagrams. Then, we apply the Pareto principle to identify the vital few causes that contribute to the major outcomes. At the end of an iteration, outcomes for the systems approach are compared to that for the traditional approach. A variety of criteria are used for comparing outcome in the two groups, including: timely completion of robot assembly, amount of help required, number of assembly mistakes, level of understanding of robot function, level of understanding of engineering vocabulary, mistakes in the final product, engagement and enthusiasm, classroom environment, timely completion of math lesson, ease in classroom management, correctness in completed activity sheets, overall learning effectiveness, etc. As detailed below, for this comparative study, the researcher uses appropriate observation and questionnaire techniques, data collection approaches, and recording methods and materials. Table 2 presents detailed statistics of the research team (teacher, students, and researcher).

**Table 2:** Detailed statistics of the research team and the class

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of teachers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of researchers</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of male students</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of female students</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students in the traditional group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of male students in the traditional group</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of female students in the traditional group</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of students in the systems group</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of male students in the systems group</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of female students in the systems group</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of planned classes (iterations)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planned duration of each class/iteration</td>
<td>45 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students’ grade levels</td>
<td>7th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Targeted subject to teach</td>
<td>Math</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Familiarizing with the Advanced Systems Engineering Approaches

4.1. Continual Improvement Process\textsuperscript{32,39,40}

A continual improvement process (CIP) refers to a culture of relentless enhancement in the performance of products, services, or businesses through gradual efforts or breakthrough advancements. Under the CIP paradigm, customer-focused processes must be subject to ongoing evaluation for improvements vis-à-vis requirements such as efficiency, effectiveness, and flexibility. Many management systems (e.g., business strategy, organization relationship, product quality, etc.) rely on the CIP to help accomplish goals of diverse business organizations. Specifically, the CIP becomes part of the process or system under consideration wherein the performance of the process and feedback from customers are evaluated against the organizational goals to identify areas for improvement. Although identified as a management process, CIP’s execution is not limited to management, instead simply that the CIP makes decisions about the implementation of the delivery process and the design of the delivery process itself.

4.2. The PDCA Cycle\textsuperscript{33,39,41}

Plan-do-check–act (PDCA) is an iterative technique to perform a CIP. A typical PDCA cycle is drawn in Figure 3 with its components elaborated below. In the PLAN phase, we identify the desired outputs (targets or goals), which can serve as complete and accurate specifications for expected improvement, and enumerate tasks to follow for achieving those outputs. When feasible, it is advisable to begin on a small scale and test possible effects. In the DO phase, we implement the tasks by following the plan to produce an instantiation of the system, process, or product aiming for the goals specified in the PLAN phase. Moreover, we measure and collect actual performance data for graphing and analysis in the CHECK and ACT phases. In the CHECK phase, we contrast the actual performance with the desired performance to ascertain any differences. Moreover, we examine the implementation of tasks vis-à-vis the PLAN to establish the appropriateness and completeness of execution and to reveal any deviations. We utilize appropriate graphing techniques to represent data, making it easier to uncover trends over iterative PDCA cycles and transforming the collected data into information, which is needed for the next phase ACT. In the last phase ACT, we draw lessons, uncover any unresolved problems, and trigger the next iterative cycle. Specifically, if in the CHECK phase, we deem the PLAN implemented in the DO phase to be an improvement over the prior performance standard (baseline), then we make the achieved performance outcome the new performance standard (baseline) for how the system, process, or organization should ACT going forward (i.e., we enACT new standards). If in the CHECK phase, we deem the PLAN implemented in the DO phase not to yield any improvement, then we retain the prevailing performance standard (baseline) in effect for the next iteration. If in either case, in the CHECK phase, we uncover something better or worse than expected, then additional learning is recommended, which suggests potential future PDCA cycles. Some practitioners of PDCA
assert that in the ACT phase the system under consideration must be subjected to adjustments or corrective action. However, it is counter to the PDCA paradigm to propose and implement process adjustment without performing the formal PLAN phase, or to make the new performance standard (baseline) without going through the DO and CHECK stages.

![PDCA Cycle Diagram]

**Figure 3**: A typical PDCA cycle.

### 4.3. *The Cause-and-Effect Diagram*\(^{34,39,42}\)

The Ishikawa diagrams are causal diagrams that are created to clearly depict many possible root causes affecting a process or the various root causes of a specific event. Since the Ishikawa diagram resembles the side view of a fish skeleton, it is also known as the fishbone diagram. The Ishikawa diagram can be used in a variety of scenarios, e.g., to structure a brainstorming session to categorize ideas; to prevent quality defects by identifying potential factors causing an overall effect; etc. For each effect (i.e., imperfection, variation, etc.), it is likely that there are various categorizes of causes, for example:\(^{42}\)

- People refers to individuals who are involved in any aspect of the process.
- Methods refer to the way the process is performed and the specific requirements for performing it, e.g., policies, procedures, rules, regulations, and laws.
- Machines refer to any equipment, computers, tools, etc., needed to accomplish the process.
- Materials refer to raw materials, supplies, parts, pens, paper, etc., used to produce the final product.
- Measurements refer to data generated from the process that is used for assessing the process quality.
- Environment refers to the conditions, e.g., location, time, temperature, and culture in which the process operates.
4.4. The Pareto Principle

In 1896, an Italian economist Vilfredo Pareto published a paper “Cours d’économie politique,” showing that approximately 80% of the land in Italy was owned by 20% of the population. In the late 1940s, a management consultant Joseph M. Juran noted that for many situations, a large number of effects come from a small number of causes, suggesting the 80:20 rule, and he named it as the Pareto principle. The Pareto principle is also referred to as the law of the vital few, the principle of factor sparsity, etc. The 80:20 rule is widely employed in business, e.g., effectiveness of advertisement campaigns (80% of results are produced by 20% of messages); strategizing about product mix (80% of a company’s sales is produced by 20% of its products); examining defects in design (80% of design flaws may be due to 20% reasons); etc. The 80:20 rule is known to approximately follow a power law distribution (or a Pareto distribution) for a given set of parameters. Thus, it follows from the 80:20 rule that the input-output or cause-effort distribution for most events or things is unequal (i.e., not one-to-one).

5. The Iterations in the DBR Process with Analyses for Designing the Base Robots and the Robotics-Focused Math Lesson

5.1. The First Iteration

The objective of the first iteration was to sort out parts of the robotics kit, keep the parts in different categories, and put the parts of different categories inside different Ziploc clear plastic bags. The targeted/planned outcomes were that, within a single class period, the students would be able to sort out the parts and keep them inside the bags properly without any mistake. The two groups of students started to sort out the parts in parallel.

For the systems group, the teacher and researcher independently recorded their planned outcomes of the iteration using the data sheet shown in Appendix A. First, they wrote the planned outcomes in response to Q1, which we considered as the PLAN phase of the PDCA cycle. The teacher provided sorting instruction sheets to the student groups. The teacher and the researcher guided the students sorting the parts. Figure 4 shows the actual classroom environment where the two student groups were sorting out the robotics parts. Second, the teacher and researcher independently recorded their activities with the students in response to Appendix A, Q2, which we considered as the DO phase of the PDCA cycle. Third, following the completion of this iteration, the teacher and researcher independently recorded their analyses based on their observations in response to Appendix A, Q3 and Q4, which we considered as the CHECK phase of the PDCA cycle. Fourth, the teacher and researcher independently made their decisions about the outcomes using the information on the data sheet shown in Appendix A, i.e., they recorded the proposed corrective actions in response to Q5, which we considered as the ACT phase of the PDCA cycle. For the traditional group, the teacher and researcher did not record their observations and analyses.
using Appendix A or any similar tool. Instead, they used traditional methods to observe, analyze, and make decision about the outcomes of student activities in the traditional group.

Figure 4: Actual classroom environment where student groups sort out robotics parts and keep them inside plastic bags.

We analyzed the teacher and researcher responses to Q3 of Appendix A and determined the outcomes of the first iteration for the systems group students as follows: 2 students could not find (identify) a few parts, 2 students could not categorize the parts and they put the parts into wrong bags, 1 student lost a few parts, 2 students could not finish sorting the parts timely, etc. We note that that this finding is different from our planned outcomes, and we see some deficits in the actual outcomes. We analyzed the deficits in the actual outcomes based on the responses gathered for Q4 in Appendix A. In addition to identifying the probable reasons for the deficits in the actual outcomes, we also estimated the average of the relative contribution/importance (%) of each reason for causing the total (entire) deficits. The results outlined in Table 3 show that \( \approx 80\% \) (actually 72.5\%) contributions to the total deficits in the targeted outcomes were due to only 20\% of the reasons, viz., (i) lack of introductory remarks and (ii) lack of proper instruction sheets. Such comparison is better explained in Figure 5. In this manner, the Pareto principle helped us identify the few critical factors over many other trivial factors and pinpoint the main factors that may affect the lesson outcomes the most.

Figure 6 shows the cause-and-effect diagram that specifies various factors that are responsible for the unwanted effects (deficits in the planned lesson outcomes). This diagram helps pinpoint the sources (reasons) that may be responsible for the unwanted outcomes, and also helps identify necessary corrective actions to be implemented in the next iteration. Based on the analysis and results obtained for Q3 and Q4 (as provided in Table 3 and Figures 5 and 6), the teacher and researcher suggested a set of corrective actions to be implemented in the next iteration, which is articulated as the response of Q5 in Appendix A. We consider such corrective actions as the ACT activity of the PDCA cycle. The teacher and researcher collectively adopted the following corrective actions to implement in the next iteration.
i. The teacher would explicitly explain the objectives of the class in a better way at the start of the class period.

ii. The teacher would organize appropriate instruction materials for students.

iii. The teacher would motivate the students to grow their interest, attention, discipline, etc.

iv. The teacher would be relaxed to reduce time pressure on students and help them individually.

v. The teacher would motivate the students to arrive on time, maintain good interpersonal relationship, and team spirit.

vi. The researcher would go closer to students and help them when they seek her help. The researcher would show a visual model of the finished product (robot) to the students so that the students have better understanding of what they were expected to achieve.

vii. The teacher would request the school management to provide classroom environment with less or no noise.

viii. The teacher would check that all accessories were readily available so that the students could get those easily for sorting out.

Table 3: Analysis of deficits in the actual outcomes for the first iteration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Probable reason</th>
<th>Mean (n=2, teacher, researcher) relative contribution (%) to the total deficits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>An introductory speech about the objective of the class and the functions of different parts was not given to the students.</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Brief instructions about what to do or how to do were not given to the students or were given but were improper and insufficient. There was no appropriate instruction materials provided to the students.</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Assembling the parts requires students to pay attention, but the students were not very attentive, there was lack of interest by some students, students were not well-disciplined.</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Teacher could not take care of each student/group properly due to shortage of time. Time pressure (pressure to finish within a short period of time) was severe for students.</td>
<td>7.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Grouping of the students was not appropriate. Two students arrived late that did not help form the team properly.</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Poor interpersonal relationships and team spirit among the students and lack of coordination among the students within group were observed.</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>The students did not show interest to receive cognitive apprenticeship from the expert researcher.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>There was noise and the classroom environment was unsuitable.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Students did not have a visual model of the finished product.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Some accessories such as plastic bags, scissors, marker pen, loose papers were not readily available.</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: The Pareto principle helps identify few critical factors over many trivial factors to pinpoint the main reasons affecting the outcomes of the lesson.

Figure 6: The cause-and-effect diagram showing the various factors responsible for the unwanted learning effects (deficits in the planned lesson outcomes).

5.2. The Second Iteration

In the second iteration, for the systems group students, the teacher implemented the aforementioned corrective actions. The students finished the remaining portion of sorting task. The
researcher helped the students when they were about to make mistake. In addition, the researcher explained the functions of different LEGO parts so that the students could gain better understanding of them. The researcher asked the students to cut and paste on their notebook the instruction sheets that showed various LEGO parts and their functions, as illustrated in Figure 7. It was thought that such an effort would help the students have a better understanding of the LEGO parts and would be useful during the actual assembly in the next iteration. The researcher explained the interconnection among various parts and, under the cognitive apprenticeship model, built various subassemblies and demonstrated and explained those to the students for practice. The researcher also responded to various questions raised by the students regarding the functionality and assembly of the LEGO parts and the applications of the instruction sheets. As in first iteration, the teacher and researcher followed the systems approach using the data collection sheet in Appendix A for the systems group of students and the traditional approach for the traditional group of students.

**Figure 7:** The students cut the instruction sheets containing different LEGO parts and their functions and paste on their notebook to be familiar with them.

For the systems group, in the second iteration, the researcher tested the knowledge of students randomly regarding the functions of various LEGO parts. Two students failed to explain the functions of all the LEGO parts shown in the instruction sheets pasted on their notebooks. The researcher also tested students’ skills about doing a few subassemblies that had been demonstrated by him. The researcher observed that 3 out of 5 students failed to perform the subassemblies properly. Following challenges and limitations were observed in the second iteration: teamwork, indiscipline, noise, etc. Analysis of results using the systems approaches revealed that \( \approx 80\% \) (actually 77.5\%) contributions to the total deficits in the targeted outcomes were due to only 20\% of the reasons, *viz.*, (i) improper instruction sheets with incomplete instructions and the sheets
printed with black and white ink instead of colored ink and (ii) the students exhibited lack of attention while the researcher demonstrated the subassemblies under the cognitive apprenticeship model. As previously, the results were analyzed to suggest corrective actions to be implemented in the next iteration.

5.3. **The Third Iteration**

The objective of the third iteration was for students to follow the instruction sheets, assemble the LEGO parts, and build the robot partially. The teacher guided the students and the researcher helped the students. The teacher also implemented the corrective actions decided in the previous iteration. The teacher and researcher continued to follow the systems and traditional approaches as previously. The students attempted to assemble the robot, however, students in both the traditional and systems groups made some mistakes during the assemblies and could not progress as much as expected. Some previously observed challenges and limitations persisted in this iteration. For example, the teacher distributed the robot assembly instruction sheets printed in black ink and provided additional instruction sheets that were incorrect and irrelevant. Hence, the students were confused about the instruction sheets, could not proceed far, and completed only a portion of the assembly task. Furthermore, the class time was short (only 30 minutes were used for assembly, 15 minutes were used for wrap up). Analysis of results using the systems approaches revealed that $\approx 80\%$ (actually 82.5\%) of contributions to the total deficits in the targeted outcomes were due to only 20\% of the reasons, viz., (i) improper and incorrect instruction sheets and (ii) time limitation. As previously, the results were analyzed to determine corrective actions to be implemented in the next iteration. For example, the teacher decided to consult with the researcher to examine the relevance of instruction sheets in advance of the next iteration and print and distribute instruction sheets in color ink to every student. Moreover, the teacher planned to increase the class period to a double period for the next iteration.

5.4 **The Fourth Iteration**

As previously, the teacher and researcher followed the systems and traditional approaches. The students were working towards finishing the assembly of the robots. The teacher implemented the corrective actions that were deemed necessary in the previous iteration. The outcomes showed that the students attempted to assemble the robot parts and the students completed assembling two robots. A fully developed base robot is illustrated in Figure 8. However, the students faced some problems or made some mistakes during this iteration, as follows.

i. A few students placed the programmable brick in a wrong location.

ii. Some students needed additional time as they were slow.

iii. A few parts were missing and it took time to find them and use in the assembly.

iv. Some parts were attached in wrong locations.
v. Stability of the robot structure was not good as some pins were missing or were not attached properly.
vi. The students were confused about the front and back side of the robot.
vii. The gears were attached loosely and caused motion problem.
viii. The students faced problems to attach the sensors, etc.

Figure 8: A base robot assembled by the students with the guidance and help of the teacher and researcher after several iterations.

Analysis of results using the systems approaches revealed that 80% contributions to the total deficits in the targeted outcomes were due to 20% of the reasons, viz., (i) lack of previous experience of the students (the instruction sheets were not enough to enable the students assemble independently) and (ii) lack of sufficient number of experienced adults to help students during the assembly under the cognitive apprenticeship model. As previously, the results were analyzed to determine corrective actions to be implemented in the next iteration. Specifically, the teacher and researcher decided to proactively help the students as follows. The researcher, under the cognitive apprenticeship model, demonstrated the correct assembly. The students who finished their assigned tasks early were tasked to help other students who could not finish. The teacher and researcher used additional time after the class to check the assemblies and finish the small incomplete portions of the assembly tasks. As a first robotics-based math lesson, these 10 students were to be taught the ratio/proportion topic using the assembled robots in the next class.

5.5 The Fifth Iteration

The teacher implemented the lesson outlined in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 2 in the classroom settings. Based on the corrective actions decided previously, the researcher made the students aware of some of the limitations (e.g., stability of the robot structure, identification of front and back of the robot, etc.). After the implementation of the lesson using robotics, outcomes were
analyzed. It was observed that the teacher could not finish the entire lesson with all students on time. The students found mismatch between the activity sheets and the robots’ behaviors. They faced problem in changing the gears timely and properly since the necessary gears were also not readily found. Analysis of results using the systems approaches revealed that 80% contributions to the total deficits in the targeted outcomes were due to 20% of the reasons, viz., (i) teacher’s lack of prior experience and inability to perceive the time needed by students to complete the activity and (ii) lack of mock practice trials using the activity sheets and the robots including changes in gears before lesson implementation in the classroom. Following corrective actions were considered. First, the teacher and researcher helped students who could not finish the gear change and robot operation activities properly. The teacher gave a correction note to students regarding the mismatch between the activity sheets and the actual behaviors of the robots. The teacher learned from this first robotics-based math lesson about the need for time and material management to obviate these problems in future classes. The researcher, under the cognitive apprenticeship model, demonstrated the correct activities including gear changing. The students who finished the activities early were tasked to help other students who could not finish. The teacher and researcher used additional time after the class to work with students who could not finish the activities on time.

6. Overall Outcomes of the Systems Approach in the DBR Process

The assembly of the robots performed by students is treated as an engineering experience within the STEM scope in the middle school. In addition to gaining engineering experience, students learned various engineering vocabulary terms such as control, sensor, gear, power, wheel, shaft, motion, measurement, etc. Based on our observations, students in both the traditional and systems groups learned such engineering skills and vocabulary. This outcome indicates the effectiveness and benefits of the DBR process to help students learn and evolve their understanding through an iterative process. The results provide a successful illustration of the effectiveness of the DBR process for the young, middle school age students. The differences between the systems group and traditional group in the teaching effectiveness and learning outcomes, observed in and analyzed after the fourth and fifth iterations, are summarized in Table 4.

7. Discussion

In the study reported in paper, middle school students took part in designing and developing a robotic device that was used to implement a math lesson in the later phase. Performing robotic design and robotics-based math lesson can impart new learning to students: (i) they gain basic engineering knowledge, skills, and vocabulary terms in addition to the math content of lesson and (ii) familiarization with engineering and technology may enhance their interest, awareness, and engagement in STEM disciplines and may improve their STEM learning outcomes. The engineering design and engineering practices entailed in the lesson of this study are not beyond
Table 4: Differences in outcomes between the systems and traditional approaches observed after the fourth and fifth iterations of the DBR process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation parameter</th>
<th>Systems approach</th>
<th>Traditional approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Timely completion of the LEGO assembly</td>
<td>Took $\approx$ 5 minutes more to complete the assembly process</td>
<td>Took $\approx$ 15 minutes more to complete the assembly process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely completion of the robotics-focused math lesson</td>
<td>Took $\approx$ 10 minutes more to complete the lesson activities</td>
<td>Took $\approx$ 25 minutes more to complete the lesson activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amount of help provided by the teacher and the researcher</td>
<td>The students needed less help from the teacher and researcher during the assembly procedures</td>
<td>The students needed more help from the teacher and researcher during the assembly procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistake in the assembly procedures</td>
<td>The students made less mistake in assembly steps during the assembly procedures</td>
<td>The students made more mistake in assembly steps during the assembly procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of understanding about the configuration and functions of the robots</td>
<td>Based on the questionnaires of the researcher, it was evident that the students gained more understanding about the configuration and functions of the robots</td>
<td>Based on the questionnaires of the researcher, it was evident that the students gained comparatively less understanding about the configuration and functions of the robots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of understanding about the engineering vocabulary</td>
<td>Based on the questionnaires of the researcher, it was evident that the students gained more understanding about the engineering vocabulary</td>
<td>Based on the questionnaires of the researcher, it was evident that the students gained comparatively less understanding about the engineering vocabulary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mistakes in the finished assembly product (robot)</td>
<td>It was observed that there were less mistakes in the finished product when the researcher checked such product</td>
<td>It was observed that there were more mistakes in the finished product when the researcher checked such product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student engagement and enthusiasm</td>
<td>It was observed that the students were comparatively more engaged and enthusiastic during the assembly processes</td>
<td>It was observed that the students were comparatively less engaged and enthusiastic during the assembly processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classroom environment</td>
<td>It was observed that the classroom environment was comparatively more professional and calm</td>
<td>It was observed that the classroom environment was comparatively less professional and calm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease is classroom management by the teacher</td>
<td>It was observed that the teacher experienced more ease in classroom management</td>
<td>It was observed that the teacher experienced less ease in classroom management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correctness in activity sheets</td>
<td>It was observed that the systems team performed all the activities correctly and recorded on the activity sheets properly without any mistake</td>
<td>It was observed that the traditional team performed 3 activities out of 4, but 1 activity was not correct and the activities were not recorded properly on the activity sheets.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning effectiveness</td>
<td>The researcher asked 5 questions to judge the level of understanding of the students about the subject matter (ratio and proportion). The systems group could give correct answers to all the 5 questions</td>
<td>The researcher asked the same 5 questions to judge the level of understanding of the students about the subject matter (ratio and proportion). The traditional group could give correct answers to 3 out of 5 questions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the educational preparation and general maturity level of middle school students. In fact, the robotic design and robotics-based math lesson are inspired by prior literature in which engineering design projects and high-tech engineering concepts have been utilized to engage middle and high school students, e.g., embedded systems design and development with high school students,44 ocean observing systems data explored by K-12 students,45 engineering design projects to improve K-12 math understanding,46 microelectronic systems design conducted with K-12 students,47 etc. Moreover, the inclusion of engineering design and engineering practices in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)37 necessitates the integration of engineering in K-12 STEM education. Therefore, the approach of this paper is applicable to teaching and learning in middle school.

Successful application of system engineering-based DBR iterations in middle school classroom requires formal training of teachers in its methodology. This paper is based on a collaboration between a teacher, who received a three-week PD in the use of robotics to teach middle school science and math and experienced traditional DBR iterations during the summer PD, and a researcher, who is experienced in robotics, DBR, and systems engineering. The researcher sensitized the teacher to systems engineering concepts and was present in the classroom to assist the teacher under the cognitive apprenticeship model.21 The trained teacher and expert researcher both helped the students from the start of the DBR iterations verbally and with appropriate instructional materials. The structure, organization, and content of the PD workshop and follow-up support allowed the project team to overcome any perceived lack of teacher’s expertise in implementing systems engineering based DBR iterations with students in the classroom.

The design and development of the base robot and its use in the math lesson were divided into several iterations under the DBR approach and the iterations were performed in a regular class within the specified class duration (45 minutes or 90 minutes). That is, the proposed approach was implemented considering the time constraints of the middle school classroom management systems. Therefore, this paper’s approach can be implemented, under time constraints, by well-trained and motivated teachers, who value the integration of robotics in regular classroom environment. In our study, during different iterations of DBR, the teacher involved students in varied robotics activities so that they had opportunities to enhance their engineering skills and become familiar with technological components behind the lesson. Repeat offerings of robotics-based STEM lessons do not need to undergo extensive DBR iterations. Having conducted DBR iterations for such lessons a few times, a teacher will acquire intimate familiarity with frictionless organization of classroom, student teams, lessons and activity sheets, robotics kits, observation protocols, etc. Dissemination of iteratively refined principles for designing robotics-based STEM lessons, and corresponding classroom practices, can facilitate their broad adoption and adaptation by other teachers in the context of middle school environment with tight schedule.

The central idea of this paper is to examine whether the systems approach of analyzing the outcomes of DBR iterations can enhance the effectiveness of the DBR itself. Our objective is not
to justify whether all the activities and analyses for the DBR process be performed (i) during the class period; (ii) after the class period; (iii) by the teacher; or (iv) by the researcher and teacher in collaboration. Nonetheless, as evidenced above, the DBR process with the systems approach was deemed practical by the researcher-teacher team for implementation during actual class period with students. Further research and continual improvement\textsuperscript{40,48} will enhance the practicality and usability of DBR approach with systems engineering in the middle school classrooms.

As stated in Section 1, the young age and maturity level of students may necessitate special consideration for incorporating the DBR process in K-12 environment. However, this does not mean that middle school students cannot pursue robotics-based STEM learning and that such learning is not amenable for examination under the lens of DBR. In fact, implementation of DBR in classrooms has been considered in Refs. 7, 13-15. Although a tangible robotic platform, enabling kinesthetic learning, may help young middle school students to learn the content in a better way, special considerations may be required, e.g., guidance from the teacher, easy to follow instructional material, well-paced and appropriately sequenced activities, etc. In fact, throughout this study, our systems engineering based implementation of the DBR process carefully examined and uncovered such considerations. Students simply pursued the assigned design and learning activities guided by ample support from the researcher and teacher, who utilized the systems approach to analyze the outcomes of the DBR iterations. Of course, to gainfully utilize such approaches, various obstacles must be overcome, e.g., classroom time constraints, students’ lack of robotics experience, lack of motivation of teachers and students, lack of school support, lack of sufficient number of robotics kits and appropriate instruction materials, etc. During this study’s DBR process, such obstacles were observed and the results presented herein were obtained despite such obstacles. We submit that removal of such obstacles, through continuous improvement\textsuperscript{39-40,48} can ease the implementation of the DBR process.

The DBR process documented in this paper is the study of a teacher actually implementing such process while providing instruction to a regular class of middle school students in an actual classroom setting. For examining the robotics-focused lesson with the systems engineering DBR process, the teacher randomly selected a subset of students. Nonetheless, the teacher was responsible to complete the school year curriculum requirements in a timely manner. Even as this implementation of the DBR process was conducted on a pilot basis, its success can facilitate integration of robotics-based lessons more widely.

The CIP\textsuperscript{39-40} is a systems engineering tool that is used under the systems engineering concept called Quality Management System (QMS). Such systems engineering tools have been specifically used in college level programs and courses\textsuperscript{48} and are adaptable for educational innovation in general. As evidenced in this paper, system engineering concepts were applied by a researcher and teacher to analyze the outcomes observed in each iteration of the DBR process to support the students and inform the modifications for the next iteration. As noted in Section 1 and as seen in Section 5, such
an incorporation of system engineering principles in the DBR process helps enhance the effectiveness of the DBR process and learning outcomes. Throughout our implementation, middle school students were engaged in performing activities that were aligned with their education and maturity level, without posing any hindrance to the analysis performed by the researcher and teacher. In a similar vein as CIP, the Pareto principle is not for analyzing business scenarios only. The key objective of the Pareto principle is to identify major reasons that may cause an undesirable outcome. We employed the Pareto principle to identify major reasons that caused undesirable outcomes in each DBR iteration. The cause and effect diagrams were used to relate the potential causes to the observed effects (i.e., undesirable outcomes). As seen in Section 5, application of various systems engineering tools for refining DBR iterations, to facilitate systematic integration of robotics in education, was meaningful, useful, and beneficial. Our objective has not been to establish the applicability of or to introduce these systems engineering tools for education, instead our objective has been to examine how DBR iterations can be systematized by using established systems engineering tools. In fact, examples abound in literature showing the use of systems engineering tools to enhance education, e.g., a Kansei-based interface design analysis of open source e-Learning system, use of systems engineering methods in the study of higher education structure optimization, analysis of course implementation performance using a PDCA cycle, use of PDCA cycle to improve teaching quality, applications of continual quality improvement and process improvement to improve engineering education, etc. Evidence from such prior works on the use of systems engineering for improving education provides ample justification for examining and refining DBR iterations using systems engineering in the context of designing and implementing robotics-based STEM lessons and activities in middle school classrooms.

8. Conclusions and Future Works

We observed two small groups of middle school students as they assembled LEGO robots and conducted a math lesson with the robot in a classroom environment. Their teacher helped the students perform the tasks. A researcher employed the cognitive apprenticeship model to help the students learn tasks. All instructional and hands-on learning activities were performed under the DBR process. That is, the robot assembly and math lesson tasks were performed in a few iterations and the experiences and mistakes in one iteration were used to improve the pedagogy and learning outcomes in the next iterations. The outcomes were assessed after the iterations. The researcher pursued two distinct approaches in performing the DBR iterations. Specifically, one group of students was observed using the traditional DBR approach consisting of qualitative observation, brainstorming, discussion, questionnaire, and feedback methods. For the second group of students, some advanced systems engineering approaches were employed to analyze the outcomes of each DBR iteration and to formulate iterative modifications. The overall outcomes of the two approaches were observed and compared. The results showed that both traditional and systems approaches were effective to teach the students the assembly of the LEGO robots successfully. The results also show that the systems approach was more effectiveness than the traditional
approach. The results thus prove the effectiveness of the DBR process in STEM education for middle school environment. The results show that engagement of students in pilot testing of instructions design, lesson planning, and lesson implementation can be helpful to teachers.

In future work, we will design and develop instruments and rubrics to assess the outcomes of each DBR iteration more formally and evaluate the differences in outcomes between the two approaches quantitatively. Specifically, we will conduct a study with teachers implementing the DBR process in classroom environment with students (25 to 30 students) within the usual single and double class periods allocated for instruction. For comparison purposes, we will consider two teachers, each with one class of students. To address the observed challenges related to students’ lack of interest, lack of attention, and lack of discipline, we will restrict number of students in each team to three and assign each student in the team a specific role to keep them engaged. While one teacher will follow the traditional DBR methodology, the other teacher will follow the systems engineering based DBR methodology. Such an approach will ensure that observations and learnings of the teacher from the systems engineering based DBR iterations do not influence the teacher following the traditional DBR methodology. The DBR outcomes of each iteration in each DBR approach (systems engineering versus traditional) will be observed, evaluated, and analyzed by at least two researchers independently to obtain reliable and generalizable results.
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Appendix A: Design-Based Research (DBR) Data Collection Sheet

Date of the class (iteration):

Students’ grade:

Subject:

Q 1: What are the targeted/planned/aimed outcomes of this class/iteration? Please write and be specific. [PLAN]

Q 2: Please briefly write what you have done with the students during this iteration. [DO]

Q 3: What deficits/limitations have you observed in the actual outcomes? Please compare with the planned outcomes [CHECK]

Q 4: What may be the probable reasons for the deficits in the actual outcomes? Please identify as many reasons as you can. Please also estimate the relative contribution/importance (%) of each reason for causing the total (entire) deficits. Please also identify who may be potentially responsible for the deficits, e.g. students, teacher, researcher, school management, subject matter, situation, miscellaneous, etc. [CHECK/ANALYZE]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probable reason</th>
<th>Relative contribution (%) to the total deficits</th>
<th>Responsible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Q 5: What changes are you planning to reflect in the next class/iteration of similar activities to remove or reduce the above deficits in the targeted outcomes? [ACT]